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Abstract: Twitter data has potentially unlimited value and numerous applications and is 

known for its increase in users over time. Twitter facilitates information diffusion at an 

exponential rate and also the creation of networks of users with a common interest. People 

reacting to the spread of an epidemic or a natural disaster are greatly influenced by the 

information diffusion in social media. Twitter, being a popular micro-blogging network 

provides an effective way to measure diffusion in terms of speed and strength. Our research 

is based on previous work on models related to topic diffusion and user influence. A topic 

is defined by a set of keywords. 

This research concentrates on the implementation of algorithms for computation of 

diffusion of a topic in twitter. The degree of influence of the users who tweet on the topic 

is also addressed. We have presented two different approaches to compute user influence 

based on topic potential. We compare two diffusion models proposed in the literature, 

namely potentials and connections. For testing and empirical analyses we use tweets related 

to “flu”, “food poisoning”, and “politics”. 
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CHAPTER I 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Online social media generates a prodigious wealth of real-time data and allows millions of people 

to produce and consume content. It has become a standard platform for information diffusion. The 

most commonly used social website Twitter facilitates the information diffusion at an exponential 

rate. Twitter is a social network which allows users to exchange public messages of 140 characters 

or less, known as Tweets. Tweets can be text-based or they can contain multi-media such as images 

or video and links. In Twitter, tweets of a user are seen by other Twitter users who “_follow_”. The 

“follow” feature allows one to build a network of peers with common interests [15]. Thus, tweets 

provide a large corpus of text for information mining. 

There are several information diffusion models present in the literature. Each model attempt to 

capture specific information from the tweets. One of the models proposed in [20] addresses the 

propagation of topics and their strengths in Twitter as a function of time. The authors define a 

concept of potential (which can be interpreted in different ways) and present formulae to compute 

the potential. They also provide a formula to compute influence of users at a point in time from the 

potential. They used ad-hoc methods to compute the time-series and demonstrate the usefulness of 

the model. No algorithms were given to construct the time-series. 
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The objectives of this research are 1) review several diffusion models whose features are 

summarized in Appendix 4, 2) develop and test algorithms to build time-series based on the models 

given in [20] in a Hadoop environment, and 3) to compare the [20] model against other models. 

This research contributes big data analytics from a micro-blog standpoint. It concentrates on 

implementation algorithms for computation of information diffusion of a topic in twitter. Degree 

of influence of the users who tweet on the topic is also addressed. A diffusion model for topics in 

twitter data (based on [20]) is outlined and implemented by a new algorithm in map-reduce 

framework. We outline two approaches to assigning influence measures to users based on their 

tweets/retweets and implement them. In [20], information diffusion is computed by introducing a 

weight associated to topic defined in Chapter II called topic potential. The tweets related to a topic 

form the nodes of a diffusion network. Edges of the network represent retweet relation. The 

potential of a topic is computed at regular intervals to build a time series. We implement algorithms 

to compute the time series from tweets. We also implement the diffusion network model proposed 

by [23] for comparison purpose. 

We review literature related to this work in the next chapter. The methodology section, Chapter III, 

describes the data collection process from Twitter using Apache Flume. Chapter IV describes the 

implementation of programs to compute topic potential and user influence. The implemented 

programs are used to analyze three datasets i.e. 

1. Flu data 

2. Food poisoning data 

3. Politics data.  

Chapter V outlines the results of the analyses and Chapter VI provides conclusion and suggestions 

for future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Online networks are more focused on sharing information and have been studied extensively in the 

context of information diffusion [3].  The widely popular use of Twitter have created very large 

corpus of information. Several models assume that the information diffuses from one user to 

another such as spreading of epidemic [17].  This thesis focuses on the general topics of information 

diffusion and user influence and hence related research has been reviewed. We use the term topic 

in relation to diffusion which will be defined later in section 2.1.1. There are many investigations 

done on number of people influenced, the speed and geographic range of propagation [16] [6], 

diffusion flow model [18] [23], probability of influence [12]. In [13], the authors introduced a T-

BaSIC model that models the information diffusion through a directed network of users with 

diffusion function and time-delay parameters for each arc (ux,uy). In [8], a random graph of users 

is first sampled from the distribution induced by a particular diffusion model and then a function is 

defined for node reachability in the sampled graph. The expectation of this function is the influence 

for the random graphs. The authors suggested that a sum over conditional probabilities is used to 

learn influence function.  

Although some papers do exist to measure the 5 V’s of big data, this research is based on a new 

approach to measure the velocity of topics in tweets proposed in [20]. 
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2.1 INFORMATION DIFFUSION 

The spread of information over time regarding a particular topic is called information diffusion [4]. 

The study of information diffusion is helpful in many applications such as election prediction [21], 

linking patterns of political bloggers i.e. interaction between conservative and liberal blogs [1], to 

estimate the expected time for information to reach a specific user in the network using a Diffusion 

Rank algorithm [18], detection of real-time emerging topics on Twitter implementing aging theory 

[5], movie box office [2]. 

Many models have been proposed so far to study the information diffusion in Twitter and other 

social networks as the topic diffusion model [20], predictive model T-BaSIC, diffusion networks 

model [23], by using social graph and cascade graph [19] etc. These models reviewed in the 

following sections. The primary contribution of this thesis is related to the topic diffusion model 

proposed in [20]. So it will be described in greater detail. 

2.1.1 TOPIC DIFFUSION MODEL 

The topic diffusion model proposed in [20] models topic propagation in tweets. The authors 

introduced a weight associated to topic called topic potential. A weight associated to the tweet is 

called tweet potential. The tweets related to a topic form the nodes of a diffusion network. Edges 

of the network represent retweet relation.  

User interests, user familiarity, curiosity etc. affect the information diffusion [20]. The authors 

assumed that all the above features affecting the information diffusion are present in the tweets 

themselves. The authors defined the topic and potential as follows: 

Topic 

A topic is a set of keywords L = {α1, α2, α3, α4 …... αk} associated with weights γ1, γ2, γ3….. γk 
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with the normalizing condition -1 <= ∑ γi <= 1. If γi < 0, then the keyword will influence the topic 

negatively. 

Level 

Each tweet is associated to a level. The levels of the tweets from the diffusion network are computed 

as follows.   

The root tweet i.e. original tweet will have a level ‘0’. If the tweets with level ‘0’ is retweeted, then 

the level of the retweet is 0+1. In general, if the retweet with level ‘l’ is retweeted, then the new 

level becomes l+1. In other words, the level captures the depth of a tweet measured by retweets and 

interpreted as velocity of diffusion. The tweet potential is computed based on the levels. The tweet 

potentials are summed up for detecting the topic potential for particular dates. Information diffusion 

is calculated by computing the topic’s potential. The relevant definitions follow: 

Potential 

A weight called potential p (tw) of the tweet tw is associated relative to a topic L. It is computed as 

follows: 

 

                                PL (tw) = ∑ 𝛾𝑖  I(αi)
𝑘
1  

Where I (αi) =1 if keyword αi is present in the tweet tw, 0 otherwise 

Topic Potential 

The potential of a topic L at time t is defined as the sum of the two contributions as follows: 

          PL (t) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑡𝑤) 

Where l is the level of retweet of tw at time t. 
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Information Diffusion 

The topic potential when plotted against time generates a tweet graph which captures the topic 

diffusion over time. 

The retweets build a diffusion network that changes over time. The idea is illustrated in Figure 1. 

In Fig 1, a diffusion network is built for tweet and its retweets. The root node in black color is the 

original tweet at time t0. All brown color nodes are the immediate retweets and are of level ‘1’ at 

times t1, t2, and t3. The blue color nodes are of level ‘2’ and so on. 

 

Fig 1: Diffusion Network indicating different levels of one tweet at different times 
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2.1.2 PREDICTIVE MODEL T-BaSIC 

The graph based T-BaSIC (Time-Based Asynchronous Independent Cascades) predictive model 

proposed in [13] models information diffusion in online social networks.  

A directed network G = (U, E) is considered where U is the set of all the nodes formed by users 

and E (⊂ U x U) is the set of all arcs. An edge (ui, uj) is in E if uj is exposed to a message from ui. 

Fig 2 depicts the directed network G described above. Users are denoted as ui and messages are 

denoted by mj. An arc (ux, uy) means that ux is exposed to messages published by uy [13]. 

 

m1                                                                                                                               m6 

 

 

 

m2 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                      m7 

 

                                                                          m3                 m4             m5  

Fig 2: Directed Network with users (ui) as nodes associated with messages mi 

U1 

U2 

U3 

U4 
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T-BaSIC models the information diffusion through a directed network G = (U, E) of users. For 

each arc (ux,uy) there are two parameters 1) Diffusion Function 2) Time-Delay Parameter that are 

described below. 

Diffusion Function 

Diffusion function is a function of nodes, edge and exchanged content features. It gives the 

probability that ux transmits information to uy at a time t of the day.   

                                     0 < f (ux,uy)(t)  < 1  

Time - Delay Parameter 

The time required by a node ux to activate another node uy is called Time – Delay parameter. 

                                       r (ux,uy) > 0 

The author considered that each node ux that becomes activated at time t is given a single chance 

to activate each of its inactive neighbors uy with a probability of f (ux,uy)(t) .  

If the activation is successful, uy becomes active in t+ r (ux,uy). Stopping condition is reached when 

no more activations are possible [13]. 

Fig 3 illustrates the principle of T-BaSIC showing the input and output. Each arc have the two 

parameters time-delay and diffusion function. The diffusion function initially starts with a set of 

activated nodes. Over time, all the other nodes get activated predicting diffusion [13]. 
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Fig 3: T-BaSIC model predicts the diffusion process along a continuous time-axis [13] 

The prediction is based on the time-delay and diffusion function on each arc, starting from a set S 

of initially activated nodes proposed by [13]. 

The probability that a node ux transmits a message/information to a node uy computed by the model 

is a function of nodes, edges and topic features belonging to social, topical and temporal 

dimensions. These features described below are numerical values between 0 and 1 that are 

computed on past information diffusion traces. 

Social Dimension Features 

The rate of interaction between the nodes is measured by social dimension features. 

The following measures are considered as social dimension features. 

The rate at which each node publishes messages - I (ux), I (uy) 

Jaccard coefficient between two sets of nodes ux and uy interaction - H (ux, uy) 

Ratio of directed messages VS non-directed messages by each node - dTR (ux), dTR (uy) 

Rate at which each node receives targeted messages - mR (ux), mR (uy) 
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Topic Dimension Features 

Topic Dimension Features measure the interest of each user towards the topic. 

Interest of each user for the information - hK (ux, i), hK (uy, i) 

Topic Dimension Features 

Topic Dimension Features measure the interest of each user towards the topic. 

Interest of each user for the information - hK (ux, i), hK (uy, i) 

Model Parameter Estimation 

Diffusion Probability function is given by the following formula for all the 11 interpretable features 

that are described above. The formula below is given by [13] 

 

                                  P("diffusion"|V) =
1

1+exp (𝑤𝑜 + ∑ 𝑤𝑎𝑉𝑎 )
13

𝑎=1

     (A. Guille 2013)  

V is the related vector of features. 

wa coefficients are estimated using Bayesian logistic regression on data, describing how 

information was diffused in the past.  

2.1.3 DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL 

The diffusion network model is proposed by [23]. The three major properties of information 

diffusion are speed, scale and range. These are captured by the diffusion network model. Properties 

of the users, the rate with which a user is mentioned historically are equal or stronger predictors. 
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An interaction network is built with a constraint of similar topic based on @username mentions to 

extract network structural properties, attributes of users and content that predicts diffusion within 

these structures. Mentioning (@) includes all uses like reply, retweet and forms an active interaction 

network. 

Fig 4, illustrates the diffusion link between users A and B. User A has tweeted about the topic Iran 

election. B has mentioned A (@A) and talked about the same topic i.e. Iran election. Therefore, a 

link is built between A and B. 

 

                                           …Iran Election… 

 

 

 

 

                                              …@A…Iran Election…                          

Fig 4: Diffusion link between users A and B when B mentions @A and talks about same topic 

i.e. Iran Election proposed by [23] 

In fig 5, a diffusion network with timestamps is built. All the posts that contain the topic keywords 

are labeled with timestamps and diffusion links are built. The fully colored nodes are in the 

diffusion network while other light nodes with black outline are not counted. The black outlined 

nodes have mentioned the topic but without linking to any ancestor node. 

 

A 

B 

A 

B 
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           Time1               Time2                       Time3                             Time4 

Fig 5: Diffusion Network over time 

The authors developed models for three dimensions speed, scale and range in diffusion networks 

in Twitter. The relevant definitions follow: 

Speed: Whether and when the first diffusion instance will take place 

Scale: The number of affected instances at the first degree 

Range: How far the diffusion network chain can continue on in depth. 

Models to measure the above dimensions 
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Speed: When a post about a particular topic is seen, the most common question that occurs, is how 

the followers would be influenced, retweet and reply or mention the initial tweet in their tweet 

about the same topic. This question has two parts: whether one would mention at all and if so when 

will this mention happen [23]. The authors employed survival analysis to address both questions in 

a single model. Using this model, a prediction can be made when a tweet containing a topic is likely 

to be mentioned by another tweet also containing the topic. Cox proportional hazards regression 

model is used to quantify the degree to which a number of features of both users and tweets 

themselves predict the speed of diffusion to the first degree offspring.  

The author considered few aspects of the twitter users and tweets to measure the speed, scale and 

range. The aspects of each individual author, such as their activity level in tweeting, mentioning 

and being mentioned may also predict the diffusion speed. Tweet characteristics whether a tweet 

contains a link, whether it itself is a mention, and stage: whether the tweet comes at an earlier stage 

or later stage in the topic lifespan. The authors simplified the stage variable by dividing the tweets 

into two sets: before and after 10 days after the first observation of the topic is made. 

The author considered few aspects of the twitter users and tweets to measure the speed, scale and 

range. The aspects of each individual author, such as their activity level in tweeting, mentioning 

and being mentioned may also predict the diffusion speed. Tweet characteristics whether a tweet 

contains a link, whether it itself is a mention, and stage: whether the tweet comes at an earlier stage 

or later stage in the topic lifespan. The authors simplified the stage variable by dividing the tweets 

into two sets: before and after 10 days after the first observation of the topic is made. 

nPost: If the author is more active in posting the tweets 

nMention: If the author is more active in mentioning other individuals 

MentionedRate: The rate of the author being mentioned 
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isMention: If the post is a mention 

haveLink: Measures if the tweet has a link 

If the value is greater than 1, a positive relationship exists between the predictor and speed of 

influence. Values less than 1 indicate negative relationship. 

 

Fig 6: Predicting whether and when a post will get mentioned by an offspring node about the 

same topic. Only significant effects are shown [23] 

A conclusion is made by [23] for the topic Iran Election, that when an author is more active in 

posting (nPost) and has a higher rate of being mentioned (MentionedRate), the present tweet gains 

an offspring in a shorter time. When a post is a mention, then it has a higher chance to continue 

diffusion. Whether a tweet contains a link does not affect the ability to generate the offspring nodes 

for the above topic Iran Election. 

For all the topics in figure 6, MentionedRate is an important predictor to predict how fast a tweet 

on particular topic would be mentioned. Stage is also an important predictor. For some topics, 

earlier posts are more effective in producing an offspring where as for the topics Ice Age3 and 

Google Voice, tweets later in the observation period are more effective. 

The above results suggest that a topic can have different diffusion efficiency at different stages of 

its life cycle.  
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Scale: For each tweet, how many people mentioned the same topic as first degree child nodes in 

the diffusion network? The author assumed that each user is only counted once for their first post 

about a given topic. The authors only predicted based on tweets that had at least one child node. 

Logarithm of these variables is measured. The following figure 7 shows the regression results on 

sample trending topics. R2 of the regression and correlation coefficient between the predictor and 

log (nChild) is mentioned in each cell [23]. 

 

Fig 7: Predicting number of child nodes one can produce [23] 

The author concluded that the activity level of the user and number of times she is mentioned are 

stable predictors for variance. A tweet having a link is often generates more children. 

Range: The range of topic diffusion is measured by the number of hops in the diffusion chain [23]. 

The length of the original chain indicates how far the original node diffuses in depth. For most of 

the topics, half the ancestor nodes fail to produce the offspring nodes of the first degree and less 

than 30% has the second degree child nodes. After 5 hops, less than 5% of the ancestor nodes still 

continue to produce the child nodes [23]. 

In figure 8, the aspects of users and tweets are analyzed to predict the range of diffusion. The figure 

presents the predictors of the length of topic chain in a diffusion network [23]. 

The user activity in posting and being mentioned are greater predictors of the longer diffusion hops. 

A tweet being mentioned itself at a later stage is also a great predictor except for Harry Potter. 
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Fig 8: Predicting length of influence chain of ancestor nodes [23] 

2.1.4 SOCIAL GRAPH AND CASCADE GRAPH MODEL  

The social graph and cascade graph model is proposed by [19].  Information diffusion in real-time 

is studied using retweets on Twitter as starting point. The authors considered influencer as a 

friend/follower who exposes information to his/her followers and influence them to forward the 

piece of information [13]. The relationship of who was influenced by whom is determined by 

influence paths. The set of influence paths form a social graph, that share a common root is called 

information cascade.  

Social Graph 

The author considered a directed social graph SG = (V, F) of follower/friend relationships. V is the 

set of users and F denote the followers of V showing for each node/user from V who follows the 

user (F) is constructed. Each message has few attributes like timestamp t, user v € V and 

information item identifier i that are used [19]. 

Whenever a user forwards the same message, a cascade is formed. The author assigned two 

values for every node. The temporal order of sending retweets and the number of followers. A 

social graph is formed with friend follower relationship. From this social graph, a cascade graph 

is extracted that has the influence paths. 
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Cascade Graph 

Cascade graph CG (U, E) with U ⊆ V is a directed graph of influence paths among users. U is the 

set of users and E represents the retweet relation between the users. CG is a subset of SG annotated 

with influence time on the edges. Cascade graph contains only those users as nodes who actually 

retweeted. Those who were exposed to the information and did not react are not included in the 

graph. 

The author’s algorithm searches for these edges in the graph for all messages in Message stream. 

For real-time data, the edges shall be added incrementally whenever a message arrives.  

For assessing connectivity of information cascades, two metrics are introduced that are described 

below. 

Connectivity Rate 

The connectivity rate assess whether there is a connection between two users/nodes in the cascade. 

It returns the percentage of users that have at least one connection and are thus influenced by 

another user. In the below formula, either (u1, u) or (u, u1) edges can belong to E. 

Connectivity Rate= 

| {u|(u1 , u)  ∈  E ∨  (u, u1 )  ∈  E} | 

|U|
 

Root Fragment Rate 

The root fragment rate assess whether there is a path to the root user from every other user. It returns 

the percentage of users that are connected to the root directly or through an influence path over 

multiple users.  
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Root Fragment Rate= 

                                             

|{uj  ∈  U|iff exists a path ur, . . , uj in C}| | 

|U|
 

The author used a subset of the dataset that contains cascades with more than 100 messages for 

testing. The cleaned dataset contains cascade with more than 90% of their messages acquired and 

having available more than 80% of the follower lists. For the cleaned dataset a connectivity rate of 

85% and root fragment rate of 80% is obtained. The author then extended evaluations to the full 

dataset where he observed that the connectivity rate and root fragment rate are dropped. 

The author concluded that for 20% of the cascades, we get more than 80% connectivity rate and 

70% root fragment rate. In ideal cases which have message completeness 99% and follower lists 

95%, a connectivity rate CR=93% and RFR=90% is obtained. From this, the author concluded that 

social links are indeed the predominant carriers of information. However, there are still 10% 

messages that cannot be assigned using social graph information. That means, either the user has 

no social connections available (deleted or private account), or the user forwarded a message 

without having a direct link to any of the previous (re)tweeters (forwarded it from the public 

Timeline where messages of non-followers are depicted). 

2.1.5 PROBABILISTIC COLLABORATIVE FILTER MODEL: MATCHBOX 

A probabilistic collaborative filter model is proposed by [24]. This predictive model was originally 

developed to predict the movie preferences of the users based on meta-data about movies. Using 

the data of who and what was retweeted, a probabilistic collaborative filter model is trained to 

predict future retweets [24]. The author named this model as Matchbox model. The input of the 

model is the tweeter, retweeter and content of the tweet. The output will be a p value that is the 

probability of a retweet of the tweet by the retweeter.  
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The author has used the following features 

 Tweeter’s features 

             The tweeter’s name and number of followers of the tweeter etc. 

 Retweeter’s features 

             The retweeter’s name and number of followers of the retweeter etc. 

The above features are divided into item and user features by different methods and different 

models are trained to see which division works best. The binary feedback would be 1 if the 

retweeter retweets the tweet within a specific time window else 0. A time window of 1 hour is used 

because half of the retweets occur within an hour of the source tweet. 

Positive and Negative Feedback 

Positive binary feedback is required for training Matchbox which is obtained by collecting retweets. 

The negative feedback is generated by the followers who do not retweet the tweet within an hour.  

By selecting unique tweet and retweeter pairs from the collected data, a network of users is 

obtained. 

Generation of Training Data 

For every tweet from the time of generation till an hour, all the retweets of that particular tweet are 

collected in that one hour time window which forms the positive binary feedback. Negative 

feedback is obtained from all the followers of the tweeter who did not retweet. The author’s data 

has 99.8% negative feedback as most tweets were not retweeted. 
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2.2 USER INFLUENCE DETECTION 

In real-world scenarios, an individual accepts any new piece of information based on his/her interest 

as well as friends influence [9]. Each information sender influences its neighbors with some 

probability [7]. If the probability is too high, the user can adopt the opinion [10]. 

The following are some of the models for influence computation. 

2.2.1 INDEGREE, RETWEETS AND MENTIONS MODEL 

Indegree, retweets and mentions are considered for influence computation in [6]. In Twitter, one 

way to measure influence of any user is based on the number of retweets that happen to their 

original tweets [6]. The author uses a part of this retweet consideration but not completely because 

it doesn’t measure the influence of the root user for the grandchildren. Some other methods describe 

the influence based on the number of reply’s he/she has got for his/her tweets. The relevant 

definitions follow: [6] 

Indegree: The number of people who follow a user. 

Retweet: The number of times others “forward” a user’s tweet 

Mentions: The number of times others mention a user’s name 

Indegree influence: The number of followers of a user is measured by indegree.  

Retweet influence: The number of retweets containing one’s name indicate value of the     user 

generated content. 

Mention influence: The number of mentions indicates the ability of the user to engage others in a 

conversation. 
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The author collected the data in august 2009 for all user IDs from 0 to 80 million. There is no single 

user connected to user ID greater than 80 million. Out of the collected 80 million IDs, only 54,981, 

152 users are active which were connected by social links. The authors gathered information about 

user’s follow links and all tweets ever posted by a user. The private accounts were ignored by [6]. 

The authors mentioned that the social link is based on final snapshot of the network topology at the 

time the data was collected and no idea about the links were made. Indegree measures the popularity 

of a user, retweets represent content value and mentions measure name value of a user [6]. The 

information about user’s social links and tweets are collected and the value of each influence 

measure is computed which are then compared. The users are ranked based on the 3 influence 

measures. The relative ranking is given based on the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. 

                                   ρ = 1- 6∑ (xi-yi) 2 / (N3-N) 

xi and yi are the ranks of users based on two different influence measures in a dataset of N users.  

The user who has highest ρ is said to be more influential. 

2.2.2 INFLUENCE INDEPENDENT OF DIFFUSION MODEL 

The author of [8] said that influence can be computed without calculating diffusion first. Avoiding 

the need to compute diffusion first, influence is learned directly from cascade data. A random graph 

of users is first sampled from the distribution induced by a particular diffusion model and then a 

function is defined for node reachability in the sampled graph [8]. The expectation of this function 

is the influence for the random graphs. The author suggested that a sum over conditional 

probabilities is used to learn influence function. 

 

Random Reachability function 
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Each sampled random graph ‘G’ is represented by a binary reachability matrix  

            R ∈ {0, 1} d×d  

 

Rsj =                          1, j is reachable from source s,  

                                   0, otherwise 

Sth row indicates the information that if s is the source, which nodes are reachable from it. 

Jth column indicates if j is reachable from other nodes. 

d×d indicates the dimension of the matrix 

Compute node reachability 

With a given set of sources S, whether a node j will be influenced or not in graph G is computed 

with a simple non-linear function ϕ defined as converge function below.  

Firstly, 

Given a set S of sources, S is represented as an indicator vector χS 

                     χS ∈ {0, 1} d , with ith entry 

         Where χS is an indicator vector of sources S 
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The below formula is given by [8] 

            

                                                   1, s ∈ S                           

                           χS (s) =            0, otherwise 

Inner product 

Inner product tells us if the target node j is reachable from any of the source nodes in S. 

                                 

                  Target node j is reachable if      

If the target node j is not reachable, the above value is ‘0’ 

Concave function 

A concave function φ(u) is used to transform   into a binary function. 

                         φ(u) = min {u, 1} : Z+ → {0, 1} 

Coverage Function 

The coverage function is used to compute influence. 

                               

Where V is the set of nodes. 
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The influence of ‘S’ in graph G is the number of target nodes reachable from the source set S. 

                              

d is the total number of nodes in the user graph. 

Expectation for random functions 

 The overall influence of a source set ‘S’ in a diffusion model is the expected value of # 

(S|R) 

i.e.                   σ (S) := ER∼PR [#(S|R)] 

PR is the distribution over binary matrix R. 

Hence, the author confirms that the influence can be learned directly from cascade data without 

computing diffusion first. 

2.2.3 GENERAL THRESHOLD MODEL 

General threshold model is proposed by [12]. At any given timestamp, any node u is either active 

or inactive. Each node’s tendency to become active increases as most of its neighbors become 

active [12]. With time, more and more neighbors of u become active increasing the chances of u to 

become active which further triggers its neighbors to become active [23]. 

The activation threshold øu is chosen independently and uniformly at random from the interval [0, 

1]. In this model each node has an activation function: 

fu: 2N(u)  [0, 1] 

N(u) – Set of neighbors of u  

Node u becomes active at t+1 if fu(S) >= øu 
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S – Set of neighbors of u that are active at time t  

The author computed the influence probability by considering the following graphs. 

Social Graph 

An undirected social graph G = (V, E, T) is considered by the author. 

V is the set of users and E is the social ties between the users. 

T is the timestamp for the edge i.e. at which the social tie was created between any two users. 

Action Log 

An action log is also considered which is in the following form. 

Actions (User, Action, Time) which has a tuple (u, a, t) 

This indicates a user u has performed a particular action a at time t. 

Action Propagation 

The author denoted universe of actions by A and social tie between users by E. An action a € A 

propagates from user vi to vj if and only if  

(vi, vj ) € E 

∃(vi, a, ti),(vj , a, tj ) ∈ Actions with ti < tj 

There must be a social tie between vi and vj, both must have performed the action after their social 

tie has been created. This forms a propagation graph defined below. 
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Propagation Graph 

The users who performed the action are included in the propagation graph with the edges 

connecting in the direction of propagation. When a user performs an action, he is activated and has 

the ability to activate all the inactive friends. The power to influence the neighbors is called 

influence probability. At any time, the user v tries to influence its inactive neighbor u has a fixed 

probability of making u active. The influence probability is the ratio of number of successful 

attempts over the total number of trials which is known as Jaccard index. The Jaccard index is often 

used to measure similarity between sample sets and is defined as the size of the intersection divided 

by the size of union of the sample sets [12]. The author adopted Jaccard index to estimate Pv, u as 

follows: 

                                                    Pv, u = Av2u / Av 

The probability is given by the following function. 

                                          

P (v,u)  is the probability of v influencing u. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA STORAGE 

 

This thesis research focuses on algorithm design and implementation to analyze information 

diffusion and determination of user influence. Also, two user influence models are compared. For 

testing and comparison, Twitter data sets are used. 

3.1 DATA COLLECTION 

In this research, the initial part is to collect the data from Twitter through Twitter Application 

Programming Interface (API) [11]. The streamed Twitter data is stored in HDFS. The data are 

collected in three domains, namely Flu, Food Poisoning and Trump Politics. The size of Flu data 

is 200GB, Food Poisoning data size is 20GB and Trump Politics data size is 200GB.  

The Hadoop cluster has 24 nodes with node names hadoop1-hadoop24. Hadoop1 is the name node. 

Hadoop2-Hadoop24 are all data nodes. Each node has 2 CPU cores, 8GB RAM, 500GB Hard disk. 

Fedora 21 operating system is installed on all the nodes.  

3.1.1 APACHE HADOOP 

Apache Hadoop is an open-source software that provides scalable, reliable and distributed 

computing. For us to start the streaming of twitter data with flume, we should have Hadoop 

installed either in standalone mode or multi-node cluster. 
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3.1.2 APACHE FLUME 

Apache Flume is an open-source software that helps to store the streaming data on HDFS. A flume 

agent should be created through which we can stream the data. The following steps describe the 

process to collect the twitter data. 

1. Create an account for yourself in twitter and login with the credentials. 

2. Navigate to https://apps.twitter.com/ and create a new app. 

3. Get the consumer secret, consumer token, access token and access token secret for your 

application. 

4. There are 3 components for a twitter agent namely source, sink and channel. 

5.  The flume source connects to Twitter API and receives data in JSON format which in turn 

are stored in HDFS. 

6. Add the flume source to the flume class-path. 

7. Now, create a configuration file for the flume agent by specifying the consumer key, 

consumer secret, access token and access token secret and  keywords, hdfs sink path.  

A sample configuration file which I have used is shown in Figure 9. It shows all the keys and 

keywords to be used to collect the twitter data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://apps.twitter.com/
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Fig 9: Twitter Configuration File 

After starting the flume agent, check for data in hdfs sink path to see if the data is getting collected 

properly. Counting the number of files collected regularly is one of the methods to check if the data 

streaming is continuous. The other way is to check the log file for any errors occurred in the data 

streaming process. Sometimes, the data collection stops when there is a power outage as the Hadoop 

cluster gets shutdown. Once the power is back, we can restart the flume data collection process. 

The data collected is in JSON format. A sample data file is shown in Figure 10. 

There are many fields in the json data file which can be used for different types of analysis. I have 

circled few fields in yellow ink. The data associated with the respective fields is obtained by 

filtering the raw json data by using a python script. 
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Fig 10: JSON Data 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

There are several information diffusion models available in the literature with different 

perspectives. In the related work section we have reviewed several models and analyzed their 

differences. Summary of our analysis can be found in Appendix 4. This chapter is primarily 

concerned with implementation of models presented in [20]. 

4.1 TOPIC PROPAGATION 

Social networks play an important role in information diffusion [8], understanding which is the 

objective of this research. We assume that information is represented by “topics” and the 

strength/volume of propagation is defined by a potential. In this work, algorithms are implemented 

based on a previously defined model for information diffusion.   

The twitter data is used to investigate information propagation. This thesis is concerned with topic 

propagation analysis in twitter data. There are several models proposed in the literature to measure 

the intensity of topic propagation. In this thesis, we consider the Topic Diffusion Model proposed 

by [20]. We develop implementation methods for the potential model. We also implement the 

diffusion network model proposed by [23] for comparison purpose. 

The data that has been collected from twitter into HDFS through Twitter API is in json format and 

contains many pieces of information. Certain fields are necessary for this research. In this research,
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tweet propagation is computed first which is followed by user influence. For computing both of 

them, the following five fields are used. 

 

1. Tweet_Text 

Tweet_text is an important field that denotes topic. The topic for which we are computing 

the diffusion is based on the Tweet_text. 

2. This_Timestamp 

This_timestamp denotes the time at which the user has tweeted/retweeted the tweet. It is 

the most critical field in this research for calculating the tweet propagation. 

3. This_User 

This_user denotes the current user who has tweeted/retweeted the tweet. This helps in 

finding out how the tweet propagated from one to another. 

4. Owner 

Owner represents the user from which this_user [current user] has retweeted the tweet. 

Both the field’s owner and this_user helps in finding out the influence of the users. 

5. Owner_Timestamp 

Owner_timestamp is the time at which the owner has created the tweet. Owner_timestamp 

is used to compute the tweet propagation. 

Level of a Tweet 

The level indicates the hops taken by a tweet as retweets. All the original tweets are considered to 

be of level ‘0’. Retweets have levels greater than zero. When a user retweets a tweet, the retweet’s 

level is increased by ‘1’ [20]. In general if the level of a tweet/retweet is l, then the level of its 

retweet will be l+1. 
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Potential of a Tweet 

Once the level of the tweets are computed, potential of the tweets can be calculated. 

P (tw) = ∑ (keyword weight). ƥl 

Keywords define a topic. They are used to identify tweets related to a particular topic. Every 

keyword is given a weight in the topic. 

‘ƥ’ is a constant that serves as a scale factor. 

‘l’ is the level of the tweet. 

The summation of the tweet potentials at regular time intervals gives the topic potential in those 

time intervals. 

Calculating potential of the topic based on the level and potential of the tweets.  

P (T) = ∑ P (tw) 

Where, 

 P (T) is the potential of the topic. P (tw) is the tweet potential.  

4.1.1 DATA DESCRIPTION 

The extracted Twitter Data is in JSON format. A sample tweet in JSON format is shown below: 

{"filter_level":"low", "retweeted":false, "in_reply_to_screen_name":null, "truncated":false, 

"lang":"en", "in_reply_to_status_id_str":null, "id":665536821493796864, 

"in_reply_to_user_id_str":null, …. } 

In this research, tweet propagation is computed using 3 map-reduce jobs written in python. We use 

map-reduce framework here in order to handle the large input datasets. The first map-reduce job is 
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to filter the raw json data. The second map-reduce job deals with computing the levels of the tweets. 

The third map-reduce job deals with computation of topic potential. The map-reduce jobs are 

described in the sections that follow. 

4.1.2 FILTERING THE TWITTER DATA 

The first job is to filter the data collected. Out of all the available fields in the JSON data, only the 

required fields for this research are extracted. The fields extracted in this research for tweet 

propagation are: 

Tweet_text, This_User, This_Timestamp, Owner_Timestamp, Owner 

Partitioning the tweets alphabetically 

After extracting the above five fields from all the tweets, we need to partition them alphabetically. 

Partitioning is done by taking the first letter of the tweet_text. All the tweets starting with the same 

letter are grouped and sent to the same reducer. The tweets starting with special characters are 

grouped together. Each group is sent to a reducer for processing. Therefore, we need a total of 27 

reducers. 

Appendix 12 shows the flowchart for filtering the twitter data. 

4.1.3 TWEET LEVEL COMPUTATION 

The level computation job computes levels of tweets. The length of retweet chains of a tweet at a 

point in time is determined by computing the level of a tweet. The output obtained by filtering the 

raw json data done by the first job is taken as input by the second map-reduce job that has the tweets 

sorted by a custom partitioner. A tree called the User-Tree is constructed for the set of 

tweets/retweets with the same text. The date of tweet/retweet is stored in the node along with the 

user of the tweet. The root node of the tree is a dummy node. The children at the first level represent 
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original tweeters called root user for that particular tweet and the rest of the users who retweet are 

connected as descendant nodes to the root user based on their retweets. The levels are calculated 

for the tweet from the User-Tree on the available dates.  

A flowchart for the User-Tree construction is shown in Appendix 13. The User-Tree construction 

and level computation process is explained in Example 1. 

EXAMPLE 1: User-Tree construction and level computation 

This example illustrates the User-Tree construction and level computation. 

INPUT DATA 

The following is the input dataset for which level of all the tweets will be computed.  

 if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Thu Sep 24 16:58:40 +0000 2015,dxtarun  N/A,N/A 

 if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Tue Sep 08 22:25:45 +0000 2015,diiy_hacks       N/A,N/A 

 if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Tue Sep 08 22:32:06 +0000 2015,lexi_corona      diiy_hacks,Tue Dec 

27 22:30:56 +0000 2011 

 if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Thu Sep 10 03:00:22 +0000 2015,BethaniaG        TheDIYHacks,Sun 

Dec 02 11:20:07 +0000 2012 

 if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Thu Sep 11 03:00:26 +0000 2015,diiy_hacks       lexi_corona,Tue Sep 

08 22:32:06 +0000 2015 
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USER-TREE CONSTRUCTION 

(Root, Root) is the dummy node for initializing a tree 

 The first tweet is an original tweet and hence we add the user and this_timestamp directly 

to the dummy node.  

 The second tweet is also an original tweet and hence we add the user and this_timestamp 

to the dummy node again.  

 The third tweet is a retweet of the second tweet. As the owner of the third tweet is already 

present in the tree, we add the user of third tree to its owner i.e. diiy_hacks 

 The fourth tweet is a retweet but, its owner is not in the tree so far constructed. So, we first 

add the owner to the dummy node of the tree followed by its user. 

The tree after adding all the users will be shown in Figure 11 
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2015-09-24, 
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2015-09-08, 
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2015-09-11, 

diiy_hacks 
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Fig 11: User-Tree illustration for example 

TWEET LEVELS COMPUTATION BY TRAVERSING THE USER-TREE 

 

A tree with all the users of a similar tweet is constructed as above. We utilize a data structure-

dictionary “tweet_levels = {date: level}” where date represents the calendar dates and level 

represent a list of integers which are levels of tweets to store the levels of the tweets/retweets with 

date and levels on that particular date. We initialize the variable “level = 0”. While traversing the 

tree, we increase the variable level by ‘1’ for every child node. This way, we get the following 

levels: 

{2015-09-24: 1 

 2015-09-08: 1, 2 

 2015-09-10: 2 

 2015-09-11: 3} 

The date range is 09/01/2015 – 09/30/2015. The data shown in the sample input in example 1 is 

collected in this date range 09/01/2015 – 09/30/2015.  

We initialize another list “this_propagation” with all 0’s in the dates from the given date range. 

We will have to replace the 0’s on particular days when there exists tweet levels on those dates. 

this_propagation = ['0'] * (parser.parse(endDate) - parser.parse(startDate)).days 

Now, the variable “this_propagation” is populated as follows with all 0’s in all the dates from 

09/01/2015 to 09/30/2015 

0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       

0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0       0 
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Now, we update “this_propagation” with the tweet levels which are available in “tweet_levels” 

dictionary and attach the tweet_text before the levels. 

FINAL OUTPUT 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   0       0       0       0       0       0       0      1,2      0       2       3       0       0       0       

0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0        0 

We will see the process of user-tree construction and level computation by traversing the tree in 

the below sections. 

4.1.3.1 USER-TREE CONSTRUCTION 

The user-tree construction takes the sorted tweets as input. All the similar tweets are grouped before 

the user-tree construction. All the users involved in similar tweets/retweets form the nodes of the 

tree. A variable previous_tweet is maintained to keep track of the tweets. When a first tweet is read 

from the input file, the variable previous_tweet is loaded with the tweet_text. For the rest of the 

tweets, tweet_text is compared with the previous_tweet variable value. All the users involved in 

similar tweets/retweets form a tree. Once, the first set of tweets are done and a different tweet 

occurs, tweet levels are computed from the tree so far formed for the first group of tweets that is 

discussed in the below sections. After the level computation is done, the tree is re-initialized to 

(root, root). This process continues for all the tweets 

4.1.3.2 TWEET LEVELS COMPUTATION BY TRAVERSING THE TREE 

From the above section, we have seen the construction of a user-tree. Every node contains the user 

who created the tweet and the date when the tweet is created. After a user-tree is formed, we 

compute tweet levels by traversing the tree from the root. A variable level_count is maintained to 

keep track of the tweet levels. While traversing the tree, each time a child node is encountered, 

level_count variable is incremented by one. Once, all the levels of the tweets/retweets for similar 
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tweets/retweets are found, we re-initialize the tree and proceed with other group of tweets. A 

tweet_levels dictionary is maintained to store tweet levels every day. 

The flowchart for level computation is shown as part of Appendix 14. 

4.1.4 POTENTIAL COMPUTATION FOR TWEETS 

The potential computation job is used to compute the potential of the tweets for each day. Here, we 

use a map-reduce job to compute the topic potential because we need to deal with large datasets. 

Also, the mapper job outputs the tweet potential on particular days while the reducer sums up the 

tweet potential giving us the topic potential. The output of the level computation map-reduce job 

is taken as input by the potential computation map-reduce job. The mapper here calculates the 

potential of tweets every day. The reducer sums up the potential of tweets occurred on same day 

giving the potential of topic on every day. A sample input line for this job is given below: 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1,1    2,2,1  3,3,2,1    4,4,3,2,1  5,5,4,3,2  0  0 

The text “if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day” is the tweet_text and the numbers are the levels on each day separated by a 

comma. The flowchart is shown in Appendix 15. 

4.2 DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL 

The diffusion network model is proposed by [23]. Connected user count is used as diffusion 

measure. A time-series of connected users is built in the diffusion network model. The date range 

depends on when the data is collected. When a user ‘B’ retweets a tweet of user ‘A’, we say that 

the users ‘B’ and ‘A’ are connected as B  A. The number of such connections are counted on 

every day present in the time-series. These counts are plotted against the dates. This graph is 
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compared with the topic potential graphs discussed in the above section which is an objective of 

this research.  

The algorithm to compute the diffusion network model is described by the flowchart shown in 

Appendix 16. 

Connections 

We consider an example to explain the term connection. For example, a user “X” has 

tweeted/retweeted a tweet on day1. A user “Y” has retweeted X’s tweet/retweet on day2. We say a 

connection exists on day2 from Y  X and the count of the connections on day2 is one. 

Flowchart description 

In the above section 4.1.2, the first map-reduce job filters the raw json data and gives the five fields 

namely tweet_text, this_user, this_timestamp, owner, owner_timestamp. The output of the first 

map-reduce job is used as input to the diffusion network model. Ignore the original tweets. For 

retweets, check if there is a connection on this_timestamp. If there is no connection on 

this_timestamp, we add user  owner connection on this_timestamp. If some connections already 

exists on this_timestamp, we check if this_user is present in the connections. If the user doesn’t 

exist, we then add the user  owner connection. If the user already exists, we process the next 

input lines. Finally, we count the number of connections on every day. 

4.3 USER INFLUENCE 

User influence measures the influence of a user in Twitter. A twitter user is said to be influential if 

the user’s tweets are retweeted by other users. There are few researchers who compute the influence 

of a user based on the number of followers of a user, number of times that user is being mentioned 

in other users tweets. In this research, we assume a user is influential if more number of retweets 

occur to the tweets done by him/her. 
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ASSUMPTIONS 

My assumption for this paper to compute the user influence is that all the twitter users are equal. 

User influence computed is the influence of the users who have participated in tweeting or 

retweeting the tweets only. We do not compute the influence of the users whose tweets are not 

retweeted. For example say, twitter user tweets: 

“People suffering from flu are eligible for free treatment.” 

 If no body retweets this tweet, we do not calculate influence for the user since the tweet has no 

contribution towards user influence for the flu topic. Based on our influence computation, such a 

user would not be considered as influential even if the user has high influence in terms of power 

and name recognition.  

To compute user influence, based on retweets, we present two approaches: 

1. Multi-Level Marketing Method 

2. Root User Benefits Method 

4.3.1 MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING 

Multi-level marketing is also called network marketing or pyramid selling. Not only the direct 

investor gains profit but the middle marketers who are responsible for the sales also gain percentage 

of profit leading to multi-level marketing. 

In this research, multi-level marketing strategy is applied for user influence computation over time. 

In this strategy, partial influences to all the parents starting from the root user is assigned. 

The computation of user influence is done in 3 map-reduce jobs. The first map-reduce job filters 

the tweets as described in the section 4.1.2. The second map-reduce job computes the levels of 

tweets. The third map-reduce job computes the influence of every user. 
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The flowcharts given in Appendix 17, Appendix 18, and Appendix 19 denote the implementation 

of the three stages. 

4.3.1.1 TWEET LEVEL COMPUTATION 

We have used a different approach to compute the tweet levels and tweet potential individually 

because we need to have the tweet potential separately in order to use it in the user influence 

computation formula. After filtering of raw json data is done, we take the output and give it as input 

to the first job here. We group all the similar tweets by comparing the tweet_text in a tweet_list 

dictionary. Now, we sort all the tweets based on this_timestamp using an inbuilt sort function in 

python. For every tweet in the input file, we compare its owner with the user of other tweets. 

Whenever a match is made, we increase the level by one associated with the parent tweet. Finally, 

we get the levels of every tweet in the input file. The flow chart is given in Appendix 17. 

4.3.1.2 TWEET POTENTIAL COMPUTATION 

From the above tweet level computation, we will have a level for every tweet. Now, we have to 

compute the tweet potential. We start by checking the tweet_text with the words in the keywords 

list. We assign a default weight of one to all the keywords. We initialize a variable named “count” 

with zero. Whenever a keyword from the keywords list is found in the tweet_text, we increase the 

count variable by one. The flowchart is in Appendix 20. We then compute the tweet potential by 

using the formula  

Tweet_Potential = count*pow (rho, level) 

4.3.1.3 USER INFLUENCE COMPUTATION 

From the previous computation, we get the tweet_potential of every tweet. Now, we need to 

compute the influence of all the users. We initialize a dictionary named “influence” to store the 

dates and influence of the users on those dates. We initialize a variable named “relative_level” to 
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store the relative level of a tweet with respect to another tweet. We group the similar tweets based 

on the tweet_text. We then start by taking the first tweet and check its owner. If owner is none, 

proceed with the next input line. If owner exists, increment the relative_level variable by one. 

Compute influence of the owner of the tweet by using the formula: 

Influence [owner] = tweet_potential*POW (rho, relative_level) 

Now, check the influence dictionary if the owner entry is made. If the owner is not present in the 

dictionary, add this_timestamp, owner and their influence in the influence dictionary. If the owner 

already exists in the influence dictionary, update the influence value by adding new influence value 

to the existing influence value. The flowchart is given in Appendix 19. 

4.3.2 USER INFLUENCE FORMULA FOR MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING METHOD 

The following figure illustrates the sample network chain of tweeters and retweeters. 

 

                           T1                                                             Original Tweeter 

                                        

 

                           T2                                                             First Child 

                         

 

                           T3                                                            Second Child 

 

Fig 12: Sample network of users to show the levels 

When B retweets from A at time T2, 

Influence (A, T2) = ∑ P (Tw).ƥl      Level here is ‘1’ 

A 

B 

C 
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When C retweets from B at time T3, 

                          Influence (B, T3) = ∑ P (Tw).ƥl     Level here is ‘1’  

                          Influence (A, T3) = ∑ P (Tw).ƥl      Level here is ‘2’ 

4.3.3 ROOT-USER BENEFITS METHOD  

Root-User Benefits Method is another method to compute the influence of Twitter users. As 

discussed in section 4.3.1, in multi-level marketing method, we compute the influence for both the 

root users and intermediate users. Root user benefits model computes the influence of the root users 

only. Only the root users gets the complete credit. Whenever a retweet is made, only the root user 

is said to be influential. None of the intermediate users is said to be influential.  

As discussed in section 4.3.1, we follow the same steps for tweet level calculation in section 4.3.1.1 

and tweet potential computation 4.3.1.2. The only difference in the user influence computation 

4.3.1.3 is that we store the root users in a list and print the influence values for the root users only. 

The formula to compute the influence of the Root_User at time “T” is: 

User_Influence (Root_User, T) = ∑ P (Tw).ƥl 

Where, 

P (Tw) is the potential of the tweet 

“l” is the level of the tweet and ƥ serves as scalable factor. 

Let us illustrate this with an example: 

EXAMPLE 1 

Let the input dataset be as follows: 
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if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day   Tue Sep 08 22:25:45 +0000 2015,A   N/A,N/A 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Wed Sep 09 22:32:06 +0000 2015,B   A,Tue Sep 08 22:25:45 +0000 2015 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Thu Sep 10 22:44:09 +0000 2015,C   B,Wed Sep 09 22:32:06 +0000 2015 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Fri Sep 11 03:00:22 +0000 2015,D   C,Thu Sep 10 22:44:09 +0000 2015 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Sat Sep 12 03:00:26 +0000 2015,E   D,Fri Sep 11 03:00:22 +0000 2015 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Sat Sep 12 04:00:26 +0000 2015,Vishali D,Fri Sep 11 03:00:22 +0000 2015 

 

if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day  Fri Sep 13 05:00:26 +0000 2015,Pinky   B,Wed Sep 09 22:32:06 +0000 2015 
 

 

The influence of the users based on Multi-Level Marketing model will be as follows: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-09 A 4 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-10 A 16 

 2015-09-10 B 8 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-11 A 64 

 2015-09-11 C 16 

             2015-09-11 B 32 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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 2015-09-12 A 512 

 2015-09-12 C 128 

 2015-09-12 B 256 

 2015-09-12 D 64 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-13 A 16 

 2015-09-13 B 8 

Now, we will see the root user influence values based on Root-User Benefits model. The root user 

in the above input dataset is “A”. So, the root-user benefits model computes only the influence 

values for the root user over time. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-09 A 4 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-10 A 16 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 2015-09-11 A 64 

             ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             2015-09-12 A 512 

             ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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             2015-09-13 A 16 

             ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Influence of the users in flu data, food poisoning data and politics data are computed by using both 

the methods i.e. multi-level marketing and root-user benefits method. A comparison of both the 

ranks is made and these results are compared with the user ranks based on followers, retweets and 

mentions. A comparison table of user influences can be found in Appendix 8 for flu data, Appendix 

10 for food poisoning data and Appendix 11 for politics data. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

 

RESULTS 

 

In the previous chapter we presented several algorithms and their implementations for potential and 

user influence computations. This chapter presents the results of applying those to three data sets. 

The data sets are related to flu propagation, food poisoning and political discourse. Topics are 

defined in each dataset for analysis. The keywords defining the topics are given in the Appendices 

1-3. The results provided in this section illustrate the applicability of the algorithms for information 

diffusion and user influence analysis. They also serve to compare the results to a similar model. 

5.1 TWEET PROPAGATION RESULTS 

Results of potential computation are shown for three datasets flu data, food poisoning data and 

politics data in sections 5.1.1, 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 respectively. Daily comparison of tweet_count and 

potential is also shown which indicate they are not similar. A deduction could be made that 

tweet_count is not necessarily the best indicator for information diffusion. 
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5.1.1 FLU DATA TWEET PROPAGATION RESULTS 

Tweet propagation for flu data (flu topic) is computed in the date range September 9, 2015 to 

November 26, 2015 with different RHO values that serves as a scale factor. The RHO values used 

here are 1, 2, and -2. The keywords used for flu topic are listed in Appendix 1. All the keywords 

are given a default weight ‘1’. 

Figure 13 denotes flu tweet propagation with RHO value equals to 2. The value of highest flu topic 

potential is 270.00k and is found on September 27, 2015. 

Figure 14 denotes flu tweet propagation with RHO value equals to 1. The value of highest flu topic 

potential is 140.00k and is found on September 27, 2015. 

Figure 15 denotes flu tweet propagation with RHO value equals to -2. The value of highest negative 

flu topic potential is -270.00k and is detected on September 27, 2015. 

From the figures 13, 14 and 15, as the RHO value changes, the topic potential value varies. The 

topic potential is directly proportional to the RHO value used. But, the highest topic potential is 

found on September 27, 2015 in all the three cases with different RHO values. Here, RHO (ρ) 

serves only as a scale factor as the weight of all keywords are same. 

The CDC website [refer to row 2 in Appendix 21] says that mid-September in the year 2015 is the 

high time for flu infection. The news say to take the flu vaccination in September. There is lot of 

activity taking place in September related to flu. There are announcements related to the change in 

vaccination shots [refer to row 2 in Appendix 21]. 

CDC recorded the highest hospitalization rates in the week 39 an estimated 313.8 per 100,000 

people in the age group 65 were hospitalized from flu [refer to row 1 in Appendix 21]. That could 

be the reason the flu potential encountered a peak on September 27, 2015.  
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However, more evidence is needed to make any conclusive claims. As we were unable to obtain 

similar data for other topics considered in the sections that follow, such analysis could not be made 

for those topics. 

 

Fig 13: Topic Potential Series for the flu topic with RHO = 2 

 

Fig 14: Topic Potential Series for the flu topic with RHO = 1 
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Fig 15: Topic Potential Series for the flu topic with RHO = -2 

 

5.1.2 FLU TOPIC POTENTIAL VS FLU TWEET COUNT 

We wanted to explore the relationship between the topic potential obtained for flu data and the 

tweet count by observing their values. The top 20 dates on which the flu topic potential is the 

highest are chosen as representative date for comparison. The flu tweet count is visualized in figure 

16 against the potential.  The blue graph indicates the potential values for top 20 dates and the pink 

graph indicates the tweet counts on those respective dates. Visual comparison of the graphs indicate 

no correlation between them. As our research computes the topic potential based on the retweets, 

the graphs of topic potential and tweet count may not be directly proportional to each other. 
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Fig 16: Tweet count vs Potential - flu data 

5.1.3 FOOD POISONING DATA TWEET PROPAGATION RESULTS 

 

Tweets related to food poisoning are collected in the date range 15 November, 2016 – 14 January, 

2017. While all flu related data were lumped into one topic, in the case of food poisoning, we 

explore more sublevel information. Based on data collected from CDC, three topics are defined on 

food poisoning. The topic names and keywords are given in Appendix 2. 

Food poisoning can be caused by viral, bacterial and parasitic organisms. Taking into account the 

keywords for the three topics, the total food poisoning data is divided into 3 partitions and tweet 

propagation is computed on all the topics separately. 

Figure 17 visualizes tweet propagation for all the three topics of food poisoning data. The highest 

topic potential value is 8.5k and is encountered on January 2, 2017 with RHO value equals to 2. 

Figure 18 visualizes tweet propagation for all the three topics of food poisoning data. The highest 

topic potential value is 4.00k and is encountered on January 2, 2017 with RHO value equals to 1. 
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From the figures 17 and 18, as the RHO value changes, topic potential value changes. But, the 

highest topic potential value is found on 2 January, 2017 for all the three topics with different RHO 

values. We can say that RHO serves just as a scale factor in our research. 

 

Fig 17: Potential time-series for food poisoning topics (RHO=2) 

 

Fig 18: Potential time-series for food poisoning topics (RHO=1) 
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5.1.4 FOOD POISONING TOPIC POTENTIAL VS FOOD POISONING TWEET COUNT 

Food topic potential on every day is compared with the tweet count on respective days. In this 

research, I have considered food topic potential on all days and tweet count on all days.  

Figure 19 visualizes the food poisoning topic1, topic2, topic3 potential values with the tweet counts 

on respective days. Pink graph is the tweet count. Blue graphs indicate topic potentials. While not 

as obvious as the flu topic, visual analysis of the graph indicates that topic potential may not be 

directly proportional to tweet count. 

 

Fig 19: Tweet count vs Potential – food poisoning data 

5.1.5 POLITICS DATA TWEET PROPAGATION RESULTS 

The politics data is collected from Twitter between February 17, 2017 and March 17, 2017. Tweets 

are collected after the 2016 elections using the keywords Trump, Immigration, Muslim, Mexico 

and Terrorism. Politics data is divided into 2 topics namely civil and economic. The keywords for 

the respective topics are shown in Appendix 3. 
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The tweet propagation for topic1 i.e. civil and topic2 i.e. economic over time is shown in the below 

Figure 20. The highest topic potential for civil topic is found on 22 February, 2017. 

On February 22, 2017, a revised travel ban for the countries Iraq, Iran, Syria, Sudan, Somalia, 

Yemen and Libya is released by the White House. There are discussions about the treatment of 

Syrian refugees, whose immigration to the U.S. in the original ban was indefinitely suspended. This 

comes under the civil rights topic that could serve as justification for the spike in the topic potential 

[refer to row 4 in Appendix 21]. 

The highest topic potential for economical topic is found on 23 February, 2017. The RHO value 

used here is 2. 

On February 23, 2017, the CBS News poll results were released regarding the U.S economy if 

immigration is the most problem for Trump and Congress [refer to row 3 in Appendix 21].  

February 23, 2017 is the time when homeland security secretary John Kelly assured Mexico that 

the U.S will not carry out any mass deportations of people illegally in the country and regarding 

immigration as the Mexico wall building was the news everywhere. These could provide the 

justification for the spike in topic potential. 

 

Fig 20: Potential time-series for political topics 
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5.1.6 POLITICS TOPIC POTENTIAL VS POLITICS TWEET COUNT 

Politics topic potential on every day is compared with the tweet count on respective days. In this 

research, I have considered politics data topic potential on all days and tweet count on all days. 

Figure 21 visualizes the topic potential of politics data comparison with tweet count.  It is clear that 

topic potential is not directly proportional to the tweet count. Based on the results we have presented 

we can claim that the topic potential and tweet count are not correlated except in the case of zero 

tweets. 

 

Fig 21: Tweet count vs Potential - politics data 

5.2 DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL RESULTS 

The diffusion network model is described in (J. a. Yang 2010). Here we present the computational 

results of connections which is used as a measure in (J. a. Yang 2010). 
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5.2.1 FLU DATA DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL RESULTS 

The diffusion network model counts the number of connections on every day. Connections are the 

number of connected users on every day. 

Figure 22 is a histogram that compares number of connections and topic potential for flu data 

everyday. The highest number of connections for flu data is found on September 27, 2015.  

The highest topic potential is also found on September 27, 2015 from the flu topic propagation 

results in figure 13. This can be used as one of the verification methods to our developed model. 

 

Fig 22:  Connections vs Potential - flu data 

5.2.2 FOOD POISONING DATA DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL RESULTS 

The highest number of connections is found on November 23, 2016 from the Figure 23. The second 

highest connections count is found on January 2, 2017. Figure 23 compares the number of number 

of connections and topic potential for food poisoning data every day. 

The highest topic potential for food poisoning data is found on January 2, 2017 for all the three 

topics in the Figure 17. Due to New Year celebrations, January 2 is possibly the time where most 

people report fever, stomach problems, vomiting etc. which are caused due to food poisoning.  
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Fig 23:  Connections vs Potential – food poisoning data 

5.2.3 POLITICS DATA DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL RESULTS 

The figure 24 compares the number of connections and topic potential for politics data every day. 

The highest number of connections for politics data is found on February 23, 2017 from the Figure 

24. The second highest connections count is found on February 22, 2017. The highest topic 

potential for topic 1 is found on February 22, 2017 and the second highest count is found on 

February 23, 2017 from the above tweet propagation results in Figure 21. 

 

Fig 24:  Connections vs Potential - politics data 
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5.3 USER INFLUENCE RESULTS 

In this section we present the results related to user influence. Related algorithms and formulae can 

be found in chapters 2 and 4.  

5.3.1 FLU DATA USERS INFLUENCE RESULTS 

Figures 25 through 30 exhibit information related to user influence in the flu topic based on 

different measures listed below: 

Followers: The number of followers to every user 

FollowerRank: The rank of users based on the number of followers 

Retweets: The number of retweets for the tweet posted by the user 

RetweetRank: The rank of users based on the number of retweets every user’s tweet has. 

MentionsCount: The number of times a user is being mentioned by the other users. 

MentionsRank: The rank of the users based on the number of times an user is being mentioned. 

Figure 25 visualizes the influence of all users of the highest retweeted tweet. The highest retweeted 

tweet of Flu Data has 1000 retweets: 

“If you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more energetic 

throughout the day” 

Figure 26 visualizes the top 10 influential users based on the number of followers they have. 

Figure 27 visualizes top 10 influential users based on the mentions count i.e. the number of times 

a user is being mentioned by another user. 
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Figure 28 visualizes the top 10 influential users based on the number of times a user’s tweet has 

been retweeted. 

Figure 29 visualizes the top 10 influential users based on the follower rank, retweets rank, 

mentioned rank. The lower rank denotes the high influential user. If all the ranks are near to the X-

axis, it denotes that the user is highly influential. 

Figure 30 visualizes the comparison of the top 10 users based on user influence values and all the 

other measures followers, retweets and mentioned count. Influence rank is based on influence of 

the user computed in this research. These ranks are compared against the ranks of the users based 

on the followers rank, retweets rank and mentions rank. 

 

Fig 25: Influence of different users for Flu Data 
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Fig 26: Top 10 users based on number of followers 

 

Fig 27: Top 10 users based on number of times a user is mentioned 
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Fig 28: Top 10 users based on number of retweets done 

 

Fig 29: 10 Influential users based on all the measures followers, mentions and retweets 
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Fig 30: Users ranks based on user potential, followers rank, retweets count and mentions count 

Appendix 7 compares user influence values and corresponding ranks of users associated to the 

highest retweeted tweet based on different measures. 

Appendix 8 shows the top 10 users among all the users in the complete dataset with highest user 

influence ranks compared to all the other measures.  

5.3.2 FLU DATA CORRELATION 

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient is used in this research to find correlation between the 

retweets, followers and mentions of every user. From the correlation results below shown in Figure 

31, it is clear that the retweets for a user’s tweets are mostly done by his/her followers. The 

correlation table can be found in Appendix 5. 
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Fig 31: Correlation for flu data 

5.3.3 FOOD POISONING DATA USER INFLUENCE RESULTS 

Figure 32 visualizes the influential users based on the followers rank, mentions rank and retweets 

rank for the tweet “this gives me chills” which is one of the highest retweeted tweet. 

Figure 33 visualizes the users influence rank against follower’s rank, mentions rank and retweets 

rank. If all the ranks of a user are low i.e. near to the X-axis, then that user is said to be influential.  

Appendix 9 compares the users influence rank against the followersrank, retweetsrank and 

mentionsrank for the highest retweeted tweet. 

Appendix 10 shows the top 10 users among all the users in the complete dataset with highest user 

influence ranks compared to all the other measures. 

From Appendix 9 and Appendix 10, we can see that there are not any common users having the 

same influence. This proves though a single tweet of an user is retweeted many times, he might not 

be the most influential user. 
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Fig 32: Users Rank Based on Followers, Retweets, Mentions 

 

Fig 33: Users Rank Based on User Potential, Followers, Retweets, Mentions 

5.3.4 FOOD POISONING DATA CORRELATION 

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient is used in this research to find correlation between the 

retweets, followers and mentions of every user. From the correlation results in Figure 34, it is clear 
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that the retweets for a user’s tweets are mostly done by his/her followers. The correlation table can 

be found in Appendix 6. 

 

Fig 34: Correlation for Food Poisoning Data 

5.3.5 POLITICS DATA USER INFLUENCE RESULTS 

Politics data is collected from 02/17/2017 to 03/17/2017. All the users in the dataset are considered 

for user influence computation based on the formula from multi-level marketing strategy. The 

obtained user ranks are compared against the ranks based on the number of followers, retweets and 

mentioned count. The results can be found in the Appendix 11
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CHAPTER VI 
 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

SUMMARY 

The objective of this research is to develop software tools for the analysis of information propagated 

via the microblog medium which can be termed big data due to their volume and velocity of 

propagation. We focus on the Twitter platform. Our work is based on information diffusion models 

and user influence models based on Twitter data proposed in the literature. We have developed and 

implemented algorithms to compute topic potential and user influence measure proposed in [20]  

and the diffusion measure (number of connections) proposed in [23]. Based on the user influence 

measure defined in [20], we developed and implemented two models named Multi-Level Marketing 

and Root User Benefits. We have also considered influence measures proposed in [6]. We collected 

data related to “flu”, “food poisoning”, and “politics” to test the algorithms. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Based on the results obtained by applying our algorithms to the data collected we can make the 

following claims: 

1) Implementation of algorithms work properly and can be applied to any Twitter data 

collected in Json format. 

2) The two diffusion models have similar performance in identifying peak points.
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3) User influence rankings vary with the models. 

4) The flu topic potential series have some similarities with published flu data at the CDC 

website. 

5) More empirical analysis is required for validation which is considered future work. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

In this research, we have used map-reduce framework to compute the topic diffusion and user 

influence as the data is already collected in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). In future, this 

work can be extended by using Apache Spark through which analysis can be done directly on the 

data collected facilitating real-time analysis.  
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APPENDICES 
 

 

APPENDIX 1 

 

KEYWORDS FOR FLU DATA 

 

Keywords 

 

 

fever, feverish chills, chills, cough, sore throat, runny nose, stuffy nose, body ache, muscle 

ache, headache, fatigue, tiredness, tired, vomiting, diarrhea, joint aches, pain around eyes, 

watery eyes, flushed skin, exhaustion, sneezing, dry cough, persistent cough, weakness, nasal 

congestion, oseltamivir, zanamivir, tamiflu, relenza, permavir, rapivab, rest, drink fluids, damp 

cloth on forehead, using humidifier, gargling salt water, warm blanket, decongestants, cough 

medicine, cough drops, throat lozenge, acetaminophen, tylenol, ibuprofen, advil, motrin, 

nuprin, antihistamine, pseudoephedrine, phenylephrine, aspirin, naproxen, aleve, anti viral 

meds – nausea & vomiting 

oseltamivir – delerium, self-harmful behavior, anti viral drugs - dizziness, runny nose, stuffy 

nose, cough, diarrhea, headache and some behavioral side-effect, antihistamine – drowsiness, 

decongestants – hyper activity, increased blood pressure, increased heart rate 



  

APPENDIX 2 

 

KEYWORDS FOR FOOD POISONING DATA 

 

TOPIC 1 TOPIC 2 TOPIC 3 

headache,nausea,vomiting,body 

aches,cough,dizziness,tiredness,sweats,

hoarseness,fainting,abdomen 

swelling,flushing,fainting,sore 

throat,malaise,anorexia,fatigue,muscles 

pain,joint pain,back 

pain,depression,low blood 

pressure,thirst,muscle 

cramps,restlessness,rapid heart rate,loss 

skin elasticity,dry mucous 

membranes,abdominal 

cramps,diarrhea,weakness,anemia,rash,

red eyes,jaundice,loss balance,stiff 

neck,confusion, tenesmus 

diarrhea,throwing 

up,nausea,stomach 

pain,fever,headache,bo

dy aches,dry mouth,dry 

throat,feeling 

dizzy,sleepy,fussy,cry,f

atigue,abdominal 

pain,dark 

urine,jaundice,vomiting

,loss of appetite,clay 

colored bowel 

movements,clay 

colored stool 

stomach 

pain,stomach 

cramping,bloody 

stools,fever,abdom

inal 

pain,nausea,vomiti

ng,abdominal 

distention,diarrhea

,mucus 

stools,abdominal 

discomfort,weight 

loss,dehydration,st

omach 

cramps,stomach 

pain,watery 

diarrhea,bloating,l

oss 

appetite,gas,greasy 

stools,reduced 

vision,blurred 

vision,pain bright 

light,redness 

eye,muscle 

pains,itchy 

skin,constipation,h

eart 

problems,breathin

g problems,face 

swelling,eyes 

swelling,cough,chi

lls 
 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 3 

 

KEYWORDS FOR POLITICS DATA 

 

TOPIC1 TOPIC2 

abortion, civil rights, education, families, 

children, welfare, poverty, principles, 

values 

budget, economy, corporation, 

government reform, tax reform, social 

security, jobs 

 

 

APPENDIX 4 

 

DIFFUSION MODEL FEATURES 

 

MODEL GRAP

H-

BASE

D 

NON-

GRAPH 

BASED 

REGRESSI

ON 

DIFFUSI

ON 

MEASUR

E 

INFLUEN

CE 

MEASUR

E 

PREDICTI

VE 

Topic 

Diffusion 

Model 

YES NO NO YES YES NO 

Predictive 

Model T-

Basic 

YES NO NO YES NO YES 

Diffusion 

Network 

Model 

YES NO YES YES NO NO 

Social 

Graph and 

Cascade 

Graph 

Model 

YES NO NO YES NO NO 

Probabilist

ic 

Collaborat

ive Filter 

model 

NO YES NO YES NO YES 

Indegree, 

Retweets 

NO YES NO NO YES NO 



  

and 

Mentions 

Model 

Influence 

Independe

nt of 

Diffusion 

Model 

YES NO NO NO YES NO 

General 

Threshold 

Model 

YES NO NO YES YES YES 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 5 

 

FLU DATA CORRELATION 

 

RELATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

Follower_Retweet 0.999977817 

Retweet_Mention 0.917570189 

Mention_Follower 0.917579591 

 

 

APPENDIX 6 

 

FOOD POSIONING DATA CORRELATION 

 

RELATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

Follower_Retweet 0.999999984 

Retweet_Mention 0.93364918 

Mention_Follower 0.933649164 



  

APPENDIX 7 

 

TABLE OF INFLUENTIAL USERS FLU DATA FOR THE HIGHEST RETWEETED 

TWEET 

 

“if you drink enough fluids in the morning you will feel happier sharper and more 

energetic throughout the day” 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 8 

 
USER INFLUENCE FLU DATA  

                    

USER MULTI-

LEVEL 

MARKETING 

INFLUENCE 

RANK 

ROOT_U

SER 

INFLUE

NCE 

RANKS 

MENTIONED 

RANK 

RETWEETS 

RANK 

FOLLOWER

S RANK 

U1 1 1 1458 8490362 8419574 

U2 2 2 1145 61524 1473 

U3 3 3 4105 8815444 8769553 

U4 4 4 1819 9288452 9278728 

U5 5 5 345 2959 949 

U6 6 - 8696 8739369 8687569 

U7 7 6 5010 9304832 9296450 

U8 8 7 1703 7745397 79338 

U9 9 8 1718 8465764 8393058 

U10 10 9 10722 8743050 8691537 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 9 

 
TABLE OF INFLUENTIAL USERS FOOD POISONING DATA FOR THE HIGHEST 

RETWEETED TWEET 

“this gives me chills”

 

 

APPENDIX 10 

 

USER INFLUENCE FOOD POISONING DATA 

 

US

ER 

MULTI-

LEVEL 

MARKETING 

INFLUENCE_

RANK 

ROOT-

USER 

BENEFI

TS 

INFLUE

NCE 

RANK 

MENTIONED_

RANK 

RETWEET_

RANK 

FOLLOWERS_

RANK 

U1 1 1 13 997 27074 

U2 2 7 6 102 4604 

U3 3 8 11 4 3353 

U4 4 11 1871 218828 28349 

U5 5 15 2821 362138 30373 

U6 6 16 1590 485125 121665 

U6 7 19 1026 9638 17341 

U7 8 21 2859 334375 9269 

U8 9 22 719 307898 51295 

U9 10 23 39562 49558 68 



  

 

APPENDIX 11 

 

USER INFLUENCE POLITICS DATA 

 

USE

R 

MULTI-LEVEL 

MARKETING 

USER 

INFLUENCE_R

ANK 

ROOT-

USER 

BENEFIT

S USER 

INFLUEN

CE RANK 

MENTIONED_R

ANK 

RETWEET_R

ANK 

FOLLOWERS_R

ANK 

U1 1 1 1191 11023 25743 

U2 2 2 1414 553933 27235 

U3 3 - 659 5023 3591 

U4 4 3 1410 1153 6974 

U5 5 - 3021 4055 88203 

U6 6 4 82 92757 17240 

U7 7 5 797 113663 55092 

U8 8 6 46 229552 11333 

U9 9 7 764 108401 60734 

U10 10 8 42150 1812277 18217 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 12 

 

FLOWCHART TO FILTER THE RAW DATA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 13 

 

FLOWCHART TO CONSTRUCT USER-TREE 

 
 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 14 

 

FLOWCHART TO COMPUTE TWEET POTENTIAL BY TRAVERSING 

 USER-TREE 

 
 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 15 

 

FLOWCHART TO COMPUTE TWEET POTENTIAL 

 



  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 16 

 

DIFFUSION NETWORK MODEL FLOWCHART 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 17 

 

TWEET LEVEL COMPUTATION FLOWCHART FOR USER INFLUENCE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 



  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 18 

 

TWEET POTENTIAL COMPUTATION FLOWCHART FOR USER INFLUENCE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 19 

 

USER INFLUENCE COMPUTATION FLOWCHART 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



  

APPENDIX 20 

 

RETWEETS, INDEGREE, MENTIONS MODEL FLOWCHART 

 
APPENDIX 21 

 

EXTRENAL LINKS 

 

Sr 

No 

EXTERNAL LINKS 

1 https://www.cdc.gov/flu/news/2014-2015-flu-season-wrapup.htm 

2 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/06/06/2016-flu-shot_n_7521344.html 

3 http://www.cbsnews.com/news/latest-trump-news-today-february-23-2017/ 

4 http://www.cbsnews.com/news/today-in-trump-february-22-2017/ 
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